Do not exceed the maximum rated weight specified. Otherwise, serious injury or property damage may occur.

For Most 13" to 32" Flat Panel and Curved TVs

CAUTION!

VESAType: SE04E1WB

75x75/100x100

Operation instruction:

△ Upward movement

Press the "△" or "◇" and do not release until the workstation reaches the desired height. If the motor continues to operate for a relatively long period of time, the overload protection will activate. The control panel will work normally again after approximately 20 minutes.

Note:
1. Overload protection mode: while operating, if the load is over weight capacity, the system will enter into an overload protection mode. This will protect the system from damages caused by exceeding weight. When this happens, the workstation will move downward approximately 10mm and stop with the current height displayed.
2. Please notes the system when the adjustable mechanism cannot work or experiences unusual operation.
3. Reset mode: while the unit is powered on, keep pressing the "◇" button and the workstation will move into a fully lowered position. Do not release it until the workstation moves upward for approximately 5mm and automatically stops.